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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

Don’t Debate,
Universally Hate!

Squid Being Harvested for
Their Ink

by Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

by Chase Peterson ~ Daily Bull

Everyone these days has an opinion about everything.
Guns bad/good! Climate change real/imaginary! Pepsi/
Coke! Seriously people, get over yourselves. There are
plenty of things we can all agree are totally worth hating.
Take these fine examples of the scum of the Earth. If
you don’t find these people absolutely repulsive, you’re
probably one of “them.”

It has recently been discovered by the Daily Bull and their
team of cracked reporters that the source of all campus
printer ink is, in fact, squids. The discovery came as a
shock to the entire campus especially after the squirrel
meatloaf debacle last month. One super senior is reported to have said, “The squirrel thing didn’t surprise
me at all, the school needed a new source of cheap
meat, but this? It doesn’t even make sense.” The super
senior continued, “I mean why would they harvest these
things in the ocean and then ship them up here? Don’t
they know there is a perfectly good body of water that
they can just start growing them in?” When told that all
ink-bearing cephalopods were unable to survive in fresh
water the super senior quickly remembered that he had
a class starting in 5 minutes.

People Who Don’t Know How to Use 4-Way Stops.
I can’t tell you how many times I’ve pulled up fourth to
the 4-way blinker up by Family Video and wound up
being first in line to pass through the intersection. That’s
great for me, but I usually spend 15 seconds trying to
figure out why everyone is so eager to let me go ahead
of them. Jerks! Stop waving at me to go and put your
dumb text message down, I’m trying to be fair here!

Fat People on Wal-Mart Go-Carts. “Experts,” i.e. healthy
people, often claim that walking is an effective way of
burning energy and therefore losing weight. While those

The discovery came sometime early last week when one
of the IT crowd’s freshmen lackeys accidentally opened
a crate containing what he thought was paper. When
asked for a statement the freshman responded, “How
was I supposed to know that the huge pallet we got was
full of dead squid? I mean, yeah, it smelled really weird,
but I just thought it was because we were buying paper
from the Chinese again.” The freshman in question was
then quickly abducted by the IT trained ninja penguins
for exposing too much. As the penguins were dragging
the hapless freshman away they were seen to be stuffing
tentacles into his mouth to keep him from saying anything
else. The freshman has not been seen since and is re-

see House on back

see Cox on back

People Who Still Use Nine-Tenths of Cents. I’M LOOKING AT YOU, GAS STATIONS! Back in the day, adding a
nine-tenths of a cent to a gallon of gas actually added
up to a lot of money. But nowadays, all it does is screw
up good-natured people just trying to get exactly on
the dollar mark. How about we all just forget about the
nine-tenths of a cent and add a penny onto the price
once and for all?

It’s never too late to drop out, drink
heavily, and become a burden to society.

If there are no stupid questions, then what kind
of questions do stupid people ask? Do they get
smart just in time to ask questions?
-- Scott Adams

...like an MBA!

Wednesday, February 13, 2013

The Steaming Pile - Straight from You-Know-Where!
Why Points Were Taken Off Our Papers
Aliens
We forgot a period
The teacher hates us
Wrong margins
Triple spaces
Size 20 font
Stained with...something
It wasn’t about iron smelting
Radioactive
It was shaped like boobs
Copyrighted
Forgot to cite
Not enough diagrams
Too many graphs
Why is there a picture of a penis?
Stapled on the wrong side
Left those fringy things on the side
Written entirely in Wingdings
Excessive use of footnotes
Entire document in bold
Not done on engineering paper

Turned down TA’s offer of sex
It’s Opposite Day!
Points weren’t real
Wolverine attack
Prof mistook assignment for toilet
paper...because it’s SHIT
Nothing was written
Written in calligraphy
Used licorice-scented markers
Cheated off a 4th grader
Blackmailed the wrong professor
Wrote on construction paper
Proofread by the Lode
Submitted electronically, named
file “Shit ass class essay”
Glued pages together instead of
stapling
Turned in Ch. 1 of Twilight
Stream of consciousness for
technical report
All citations from Wikipedia
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Real Food! Real Spices! Fresh Veggies!
Artisan Crusts! Tons of Toppings!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

from House on front

claims have not yet been verified, it probably wouldn’t hurt all the obese slobs who ride those carts to get off their
unsightly lard-buckets and hike around the store for a change. Leave the carts for the old and frail who actually need
them.
People Whose Trucks Have Nuts. Is there a reason, any reason at all, that a truck needs a giant, baggy pair of nuts
hanging from the rear hitch? Instead of buying a big hunk of metal a dangly pair of balls, donate that money to charity
of something else more worthwhile.

Filmboard Presents

Fun Wreckers. Nobody likes that person who tries to ruin all the fun for everyone. People who are way too concerned about safety or getting caught are perfect examples of the sort of folk who just cannot have a good time
and have to annoy the crap out of the rest of us. Yes, we know it’s dangerous and possibly illegal, now please let
us enjoy ourselves in peace.
People Who Use Run-On Sentences. I thought we had all taken at least one English class in high school, where
teachers taught us how to spell, use proper sentence structure, avoid clichés, and most importantly of all, never to
create a run-on sentence which seemingly rambles on for an impossible length but never quite comes to a close and
therefore could make sense if you follow the grammar for long enough, and typically causes those of us with far more
than half a brain to want to rip our eyes out, or worse,
kill the offending writer.

THE STEERSEARCHER

Wreck-It Ralph
Brought to you by Jeanine Chmielewski

Westboro Baptist Church.

Friday: 6:00, 8:30 and 11:00 PM
Saturday: 6:00, 8:30 and 11:00 PM
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Who’s ready to guess some more eyes?
Hint: it’s a woman and she’s famous.
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ported to have dropped out of school and moved to
the Arctic according to the IT department.
When confronted about the use of squid ink, the IT department was unavailable for comment. The Business
department, however, offered the following analysis
“The use of squid ink is an excellent explanation of why
the tuition here at Michigan Tech is so high. Between
the cost to harvest, ship and process the squid, it is
easily adding around $5000 per student per semester.”
With the news of the Business department’s analysis
of the situation it was reported that Glenn Mroz immediately shut down the program citing “an inability
to reconcile the program with Michigan Technological
University’s core principals.”
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